Read and Explore with Lexington Public Library
Activity Book of Art, Experiments, Literacy, and Fun!
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In this booklet, you will find all kinds of activities, reading suggestions, and
games to keep you and your family entertained all year long. We believe that
learning should be fun, so don’t be surprised if we snuck a little in while you’re
spending time together with our 9 weekly themes.
Just as a child’s education comes from a variety of partners – family,
friends, teachers, library staff, and so many more - this year’s activity booklet
is powered by the Library’s talented staff, the Lexington Public Library
Foundation, and its donors. Please visit www.lexpublib.org/foundation
to learn more about how you can help support the Library in creating a
community of lifelong learners.

Heather Dieffenbach
Heather Dieffenbach
Executive Director at Lexington Public Library

Distribution of non-school materials does not imply sponsorships or endorsement of
the contents by the Fayette County Public Schools.
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BLAST OFF! Fun with Rockets

Activity 1:

Make Your Own Straw Rocket
Age Group:
Toddler/
Preschool

SUPPLIES:
Get ready to blast off with your own straw
rocket! You will need these items from your
supply bag:
• 1 pipette
• 1 straw
• Scissors
• Crayons
• Tape
• Rocket Print Out (in this booklet)
The rocket printout is on page 7.

Instructions:

1. Cut out your rocket from the paper.
2. Color your rocket with crayons.
3. Tape the clear pipette to the back of your rocket, with the closed side
pointing to the top of your rocket and the open end pointing down.
4. Thread your straw onto the open end of the pipette.
5. Blow into the straw and watch your rocket blast off!

by Hannah Wilson
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by Byron Barton
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by Dominic Walliman

Astro Girl

by Ken Wilson-Max

by Roda Ahmed

Mae Among the Stars

My Journey to the Stars

by Scott Kelly

Check out these
books from the
library:

Activity 2:

Make Your Own Balloon Rocket

SUPPLIES:
3...2...1… Blast off with your own
balloon rocket! You will need these
items from your supply bag:
• 1 balloon
• 1 straw
• 1 piece of twine
• Tape
• Two chairs from around your home
(or any places to tie the string)

Age Group:
School age
& up

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tie (or securely tape) one end of the string to the back of a chair.
Thread the string through the straw.
Tie (or securely tape) the other end of the string to the back of another chair.
Blow up your balloon, but don’t tie the end! Hold it closed with your fingers.
Using 2-3 pieces of tape, tape the balloon to the straw.
Let go and watch your rocket zoom!

What’s going on? When you blow up a balloon, the air inside creates pressure. The more air inside, the greater the
pressure is. When you let go of the balloon, the air inside escapes and thrusts the balloon in the opposite direction. This
is how a rocket works, too! As rocket fuel burns, it creates gas. When that gas escapes through
an opening in the combustion chamber, it propels the rocket forward.

by Carla Mooney

Rocketry: Investigate the Science and
Technology of Rockets and Ballistics

The Flying Machine Book: Build
and Launch 35 Rockets, Gliders,
Helicopters, Boomerangs, and More

Rockets: Defying Gravity

by Bobby Mercer

by Andrew Dewar

by Scott Kelly

Ultimate Paper Airplanes for Kids

Endurance: My Year in Space
and How I Got There

by Dave Williams

by Pranas T. Naujokaitis

To Burp or Not to Burp: A Guide to Your Body in Space

The Challenger Disaster: Tragedy in the Skies

by Roda Ahmed

by Tom Jones

Ask the Astronaut: A Galaxy of Astonishing
Answers to Your Questions on Spaceflight

Check out these
books from the
library:

by Anne Drozd
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WRITE YOUR OWN
SPACE ADVENTURE!
Fill in the blanks with the correct parts of speech to come up with a wacky or silly adventure!

One day, ____________________ and ____________________ decided to ________________. They
(NAME 1)

(NAME 2)

(VERB)

took their _____________________ and ____________________ and got in the spaceship to go
(NOUN)

(NOUN)

to ______________________. ____________________ thought it would be _________________ to
(PLANET)

(ADJECTIVE)

(NAME 1)

____________________ which _____________________ thought was ____________________. They saw
(VERB)

(ADJECTIVE)

(NAME 2)

a _____________________ climbing a _____________________, which scared _____________________.
(ANIMAL)

(NOUN)

(NAME 2)

They were hungry and decided it was time for a snack. _____________________ wanted to eat
(NAME 1)

_______________________ and ___________________ and drink __________________ juice. After
(TYPE OF FOOD)

(TYPE OF FOOD)

(TYPE OF FOOD)

spending a ____________________ day at the ___________________, they decided it was time to go
(ADJECTIVE)

(PLACE)

home. _____________________ and ___________________ enjoyed their space adventure!
(NAME 1)

6

(NAME 2)

For use with the “Make Your Own Straw Rocket” Activity.
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Outdoor Literacy

Activity 1:

Chalk Letters, Words, and More
Age Group:
Preschool,
Elementary, &
Families

SUPPLIES:
You will need these items from your supply
bag:
• Sidewalk Chalk
• Word List (included below)

Instructions for Five Activities:

1. Find the letter/identify the sound: Call out a letter and have your child run to it. Once your child has identified all the
letters, make the sound of each letter and repeat. “Ah ah ah” for A, “bee bee bee” for B, etc.
2. Letter Action Words: For example, Jump on the J, Clap on the C, Wiggle on the W.
3. Walk and Spell: Write the alphabet on the sidewalk. Call out a word from the list. Child walks to each letter to spell it.
4. Write it: Adult reads a word from the word list. The child writes the word on the sidewalk or driveway.
5. Write it, Part 2: The adult writes a word on the sidewalk or driveway, one letter at a time. The child has to identify each
letter before the adult writes the next one.

Kentucky Nature Words to Write:
Lake
River
Cave
Waterfall
Geology
Mountain
Cardinal (state bird)
Goldenrod (state flower)
Honeybee (state insect)
Viceroy (state butterfly)
Blackberry (state fruit)
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Hill
Gorge
Pond
Stream
Forest

Brachiopod (state fossil)
Kentucky Agate (state rock)
Spotted Bass (state fish)
Tulip Poplar (state tree)

Activity 2:

Further Activities:

Make Your Own Outdoors List:

Read The Camping Trip by Jennifer K. Mann. Use
the sidewalk chalk to write your own list of supplies
for camping and hiking.

Make It Your Own!

Once you have written out nature words,
write the names of your favorite things or
characters. Here are some examples:
• Basketball players
• Book characters
• Dinosaurs
• Thomas the Tank Engine names
• Fairytale characters

If I Was the Sunshine

by Julie Fogliano illustrated by Loren Long

by Carmen Bogan

Where’s Rodney?

All Around Us by Xelena Gonzalez

by Celia C. Pérez

Strange Birds: A Field Guide to Ruffling Feathers

by Josie Jeffery

My Great Outdoors Book

by Laurel Snyder

Charlie and Mouse Outdoors

Check out these
books from the
library:

Hiking Day

by Anne Rockwell

Hike by

Pete Oswald

Outside In by Deborah Underwood

Frog and Friends: Outdoor Surprises!
By Eve Bunting

by Richard Platt
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Scavenger Hunts
Try to find every item on the list! You can play by yourself or with a team.
Find a circle

Find a worm

Find a square

Find some water

Find a triangle

Find something a person made

Find something red

Find some animal tracks

Find something orange

Find a squirrel

Find something purple

Find something unusual

Find something fuzzy

Find something beautiful

Find something smooth

Find a log

Find something rough

Find 2 rocks that look similar

Find a feather

Find 2 leaves that look similar

Find a pinecone or acorn

Find a dandelion

Find a seed or pod

Find a caterpillar

Find 3 different kinds of trees

Find a nest

Find a butterfly

Find a really big rock

Find some mud

Find something painted

Find some clover

Find a spider web

Find a bird

12
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Constellations

Activity 1:

DIY Bead Constellations
Age Group:

Preschool (with
active supervision),
Elementary, & up

SUPPLIES:

This week, get
ready to reach
for the stars and
learn about them
hands-on!

You will need these items from your supply
bag:
• 2 Black pipe cleaners
• Star Beads
• Constellation cards (included in this
booklet)

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose your favorite constellation from the provided cards.
Bend the pipe cleaner to match the outline of the constellation’s shape.
String the star beads onto the pipe cleaner and place them where the stars are in the constellation.
Using your other pipe cleaner and star beads, you can make another constellation. Undo your first constellation to
try making even more!

Star finder! : a step-by-step guide to the night sky (2017)

Exploring constellations by Sara L. Latta

by Laura Minter

The space craft book : 15 things a space fan can’t do without (2017)
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by Mike Goldsmith

Night sky by Giles Sparrow

The Kingfisher space encyclopedia (2012)

Find the constellations by H.A. Rey

laire Grace

by F.S. Kim

BY

Constellations

Stars before bedtime : a mindful fall-asleep book (2020)

Check out these
books from the
library:

These resources have dates and explanations for different astrological events for your family
to participate in throughout 2021. Check them out!
http://www.seasky.org/astronomy/astronomy-calendar-2021.html
https://www.timeanddate.com/astronomy/sights-to-see.html

Cygnus
Lepus
Monoceros
Delphinus
Cassiopeia
The Big
Dipper
Sagitta

Cancer

Lyra

Aries

Leo

Cepheus
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Constellations
Activity 2:

Constellation Flashlight

Tweens/Teens
& Families

* Batteries for the
flashlight have been
included in the
activity bag.

SUPPLIES:

Age Group:

You will need these items from your
supply bag:
• Black construction paper
• Toothpick
• Small white chalk
• Mini flashlight *
• Scissors
• Tape
• Constellation chart (included in this
booklet)

This week, get
ready to reach
for the stars and
learn about them
hands-on!

Instructions:

1. Choose your favorite constellation from the chart.
2. Measure and cut the black construction paper into a circle
that fits in the flashlight’s lens.
3. Draw the constellation on the black circle of construction
paper with white chalk.
4. Using a toothpick, punch holes through the stars on your
circle of construction paper.
5. Attach your circle to the front of the flashlight using tape.
6. Turn off the lights and shine your flashlight onto the wall.
7. You can repeat with other constellations.

Summer Word Scramble
Unscramble the letters in the list to find Summer words.
CABHE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Word List
Swimming
Beach
Sunflower
Watermelon
Ice cream
Sunscreen
Pool
Sunglasses
Flip flops

CEI

REAMC

LOPO
PLIF SFPOL
SLASNSEUGS
UNRESSECN
WINMISGM
TRLEOWNMEA
SNEULORFW
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SHADOWS, REFLECTIONS, AND LIGHT

Activity 1:

Shadow Theater
Age Group:
Preschool &
Family

SUPPLIES:
Use your hands and shadow puppets to put
on a shadow play! You will need these items
from your supply bag:
•
•
•
•

Tape
Flashlight
Cut outs for shadow puppets
Refractors to show different colors in light

Instructions:

You will need these supplies from around
your home:
• Shoe box or other cardboard box
• White paper
• Tall, flat surface to place theaters on (like
a desk or table)
• Small objects to use to make shadows
(like toys, bracelets, pens, tissues, and
more)

Nothing Sticks like a Shadow
by Ann Tompert

George and his Shadow by Davide Cali

Shadows and Reflections
by Tana Hoban

Follow It! Learn About Shadows
by Pamela Hall
18

Light Waves by David A. Adler

Check out these books
from the library:

1. Using the bottom of a shoebox, cut out a large
rectangle from the bottom panel, leaving about a 1½inch border around the edges. Cover the opening you
made with white paper and secure it with tape. This is
your theater!
2. From the other, open end, you’ll prop or hold a flashlight
inside the box and shine the light on the paper.
3. Place an object between the flashlight and the paper
and see its shadow projected on the outside of the
theater. Cut out included cardstock shapes to use as
shadow puppets.
4. You can create 2 Mini Shadow Theaters so that family
members can play with them in pairs. Encourage
children to experiment with different objects and to
make up stories for each other!

What Makes a Shadow? By Clyde Robert Bulla

Hortense and the Shadow
by Natalia O’Hara

My Shadow

by Robert Louis Stevenson

Moonbear’s Shadow by Frank Asch

Day Light, Night Light: Where light comes from
by Franklyn M. Branley

SHADOWS, REFLECTIONS, AND LIGHT
Activity 2:
Pixel Tube

SUPPLIES:

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

You will need these items from your supply bag:
• Yellow construction paper
• Tape
• Ruler
• Scissors
• Foil sheet
• Plastic wrap
• White paper
• Two rubber bands
You will need these supplies from around your home
(optional):
• empty chip bag (reflective)

Age Group:
School age,
tween/teen,
& family

Fold your construction paper into equal thirds along the long axis of the paper.
Create a paper tube by rolling this folded construction paper and taping the ends together where they overlap.
Measure the height of your tube, it should be a little over 2.5 inches high.
Cut many strips of the foil sheet of various lengths that are the same width as the height of the tube (about 2.5 inches
wide). You can also use a reflective chip bag in addition to the foil to make these strips.
Roll these into tubes, and tape them so they stay rolled. They should all be about the height as the paper tube that you
made. Feel free to make different diameter tubes, and to vary the shapes you roll them into. (Larger tubes will naturally
squash into teardrops and other shapes.)
Arrange the tubes together in the larger paper tube. You can place as many tubes as you want inside of the tube, but
there should be at least enough that they hold each other in place when you lift up the tube.
Cut a piece of plastic wrap big enough to cover the top of the tube. Use a rubber band or tape to hold it in place. This
clear window is there to hold the foil inside of the paper tube.
Flip over the tube and cut a piece of wax paper big enough to cover the tube with a little to spare. Again, use a rubber
band or tape to hold it in place. This will act as your viewing screen when using the pixel tube.
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SHADOWS, REFLECTIONS, AND LIGHT
Activity 2:
Pixel Tube
Age Group:
School age,
tween/teen,
& family

Going Further:
TO DO AND NOTICE:
With the wax paper side facing you, hold
the pixel tube up to various light sources
and scenes—lamps, overhead lights, the TV
screen, lighted signs, a sunset. What do you
notice?

What is Going On?

The shifting shapes and patterns that appear on the screen
of your light tube are the result of reflected light mixing and
mingling in interesting ways. The Mylar or Foil tubes allow
light to pass through either directly or by reflecting from the
mirror-like walls, allowing more light to get through the tube
than would normally. This extra light can make your pixel
tube look as if it were illuminated from within. It also results
in a surprising mix of shapes and colors, which are captured
on the semi-transparent wax paper screen. You may notice
some reflections that look like swirls, or heart-shapes, or
even lines that aren’t actually there. The curved shape of
the Mylar cylinders causes light rays bouncing off them to
converge and diverge in much the same way that a lens does,
resulting in patterns of light and dark known as caustics.
Light traveling by reflection through a cylindrical mirror isn’t
just beautiful, it’s also useful. Solar light tubes are a variation
on skylights that use flexible reflective tubes to carry light
from the roofs of houses to less accessible spaces within,
providing natural illumination where sunlight can’t ordinarily
reach. This same trick of getting light to travel down a long,
narrow tube is also at work in the optical fibers that are so
critical to modern communications technology. Optical fibers
aren’t hollow, but instead are made of specially crafted glass
that causes light to bounce along inside as if reflected by a
mirror, a phenomenon known as total internal reflection.

Shadow Weaver
by MarcyKate Connolly
20

• Try placing colored filters or other transparent colored
materials in between your pixel tube and the light source.
What do you notice?
• Try viewing different colored lights using the pixel tube.
Is the result the same or different than when you used
colored filters? Also try looking at lights of different
shapes, such as long fluorescent tubes, or lights made up
of arrays of LEDs. Does the shape of the light source affect
the patterns you see?
• Do you notice a difference when you hold the pixel tube
really close to the light source versus far away from it?
• What happens when you flip the tube around so that the
cling-wrap side is facing you when you look at a light
source?
• You can also try covering the plastic cling wrap with a
layer of wax paper, just like on the other side. What difference does this make?

Check out these books
from the library:
Light is all Around Us
by Wendy Pfeffer

Light by Jo S. Kittinger
Optical Physics for Babies
by Chris Ferrie

Light by Cody Crane

Explore Light and Optics!
By Anita Yasuda

PETE THE CAT AND HIS FOUR GROOVY
BUTTONS MATH ACTIVITY
SUPPLIES:

Age Group:
Preschool

You will need these items from your supply bag:
• Foam dice
• Buttons
• Scissors
You will need these supplies from around your home:
• Colored paper or plain white paper

Instructions:

1. Cut out this shirt
template, then trace
around the template onto
colored or plain paper.
Make enough shirts for
everyone to play (if using
white paper, color the
shirts with crayons).
2. Each player gets one
shirt. Put all buttons in
a pile so all players can
reach the buttons.
3. Take turns rolling the
dice. The number you
roll on the dice is how
many buttons to add to
your shirt! The winner is
the player with the most
buttons on their shirt
when there are no more
buttons in the pile.

Check out
our Pete
the Cat
books at
any of
our six
locations!
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WINTER IN JULY
Have fun with these winter themed activities any
time of the year!

?

?

What is in the Stocking Guessing Game

Dig out a stocking, Santa hat, or gift box and put several fun
items from around your home inside. Then, take turns putting
in your hands (no peeking!), and guessing what is inside.

?

Make Your Own Play Snow

Use half a cup of hair conditioner and 2 cups of baking soda. Mix together, and let the
fun begin!

S-N-O-W-F-L-A-K-E

How many words can you make from the word SNOWFLAKE?
1. _______________________

6. _______________________

11. _______________________

2. _______________________

7. _______________________

12. _______________________

3. _______________________

8. _______________________

13. _______________________

4. _______________________

9. _______________________

14. _______________________

5. _______________________

10. _______________________

15. _______________________

Winter Word Scramble
NWONSMA

WONS

LENSIDGD

SARCF

NEWTIR

NWOLLASB

DOCL

OACT

TOBSO

TTEINSM

Word List
Cold
Winter

Mittens
Scarf

Coat
Boots

Snow
Snowman

Snowball
Sledding
23
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Rain and Weather

Activity 1:
Rain Gauge
Age Group:
Preschool,
Elementary, &
Families

SUPPLIES:
Measure daily rainfall with a rain gauge! You
will need these items from your supply bag:
• Roll of Washi tape
• Scissors
• Ruler
• Permanent marker
• Precipitation Chart (included in this
booklet)
Other items needed from around your home:
• 2 liter bottle (empty)
• A few handfuls of gravel, pebbles, or
marbles
• Water

24

Instructions:

1. Carefully use the scissors to cut the top of the bottle
off at the wide part just below where it begins to get
narrow.
2. Put the pebbles or gravel in the bottom of the bottle,
these will help to weigh down the rain gauge.
3. Take the cap off the bottle, and turn the top of the
bottle upside down like a funnel – place it in the
bottom part of the bottle. Line up the cut edges and
tape them together using the washi tape.
4. Use a long piece of washi tape to make a straight
vertical line from the top of the bottle to the bottom.
Use the marker to draw a line on the tape just above
the pebbles. This will be the bottom of your rain
gauge.
5. Set the ruler against the vertical tape so that the “0”
lines up with the bottom mark. Use the marker to
mark every quarter inch along the tape. Then label
the inches from bottom to top.
6. Set the bottle on a level surface and pour some
water in until it reaches the bottom mark.
7. Choose a place outside for your rain gauge somewhere that is level, open to the sky, and without
anything hanging over the gauge (like a tree or edge
of a roof)
8. You are ready to measure rainfall! Check your rain
gauge at the same time each day and log how much
it rained in your precipitation chart. Remember to
refill the rain gauge to the “0” mark if it evaporated,
especially before a rainy day.

Rain and Weather
Why Do We Measure Rainfall?
We measure rainfall to learn about and to help us better predict the weather. Rain gauges
are designed to collect and measure rainfall and recording this information over time
helps predict weather patterns. Knowing when, where, and how much it will rain is helpful
to us for many reasons. For example, studying rain and weather helps your local weather
person (meteorologist) let you know if you need to take an umbrella with you when you
go outside. But is also a great tool for casual gardeners and hobby horticulturists to care
for their bushes, flowers, veggies, and other outdoor plant life.
More significantly, it also helps farmers anticipate how expected rain or lack of rain can
affect their crops. In addition, knowing when severe weather is coming, for example,
flooding or tornadoes, helps people prepare for weather events that may impact travel,
property, and weather-related disasters that may also affect people’s lives.

For more information about rain
measurements and forecasts in
your area:

To learn more about weather
and rainfall:

https://www.weatherwizkids.com/
https://www.weather.gov/cae/justforkids.html
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/menu/weather-and-climate/
https://www.weather.gov/gyx/skywarn_precip4.shtml
https://www.noaa.gov/weather

https://weather.com
https://wunderground.com
https://accuweather.com

Check out these books from the library:
It’s Raining by Gail Gibbons

Preschool through 2nd grade:

2nd through 6th grade:

Rain Boy by Dylan Glynn

Weather
by John Farndon

by Stephanie Warren Drimmer

Ultimate Weatheropedia

Watersong

Wild Weather: Storms, Meteorology, and Climate
by M.K. Reed

Rain! By Lind Ashman

by Franklin Branley

by Karen De Seve

Rain by Sam Usher

Little Kids’ First Big Book of Weather

Down Comes the Rain

By Linda DeWitt

Weather Watcher by John Woodward

What Will the Weather Be?

Meteorologist’s Tools by Anders Hanson

The Water Cycle by Nate Ball

The Tornado Scientist: Seeing Inside Severe Storms
by Mary Kay Carson

Weather’s Bet by Ed Young

by Tim McCanna Hanson
25

My Precipitation Chart: 24 Hour Rainfall Totals
DATE

TIME

RAINFALL

My Precipitation Chart: 24 Hour Rainfall Totals
DATE

TIME

RAINFALL

Weather
Word Search

Circle words in the puzzle below

R L N Z P V C L O U D Y V R

Cloudy

A P R E C I P I T A T I O N

Rain

I E K Q R Y C W V Z B U B R

Sunny

N B F X C L I G H T N I N G

Freeze

C H D L P B R E E Z E V S Q

Precipitation

L S X C D R I Z Z L E T M T
S O C L I M A T E W K O F H
U B A D F Z S H O W E R O U
N H C A V O X H U Z M N R N
N S M E P U T L W W N A E D

Tornado
Drizzle
Snowy
Breeze
Climate
Lightning
Thunder

Y N H E J J P A L I V D C E

Shower

W O F Y Y E T C N N G O A R

Forecast

Y W N F R E E Z E D I R S N
X Y N Y L Q L J D Y G Q T H

28

Windy
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Fun with Fireworks

Activity 1:

Mint “Explosions”
Age Group:
Preschool &
Family

SUPPLIES:
You will need these items from your supply bag:
• Large paper plate
• 5 peppermints
You will need these supplies from around your
home:
• Cups of water, at different temperatures: cold,
room temperature, and hot/warm water
The stripes on the mint are made up of sugar and
food coloring. When they come into contact with
water the sugar dissolves!

Brach’s Peppermints were manufactured
in a facility where milk, eggs, tree nuts,
peanuts, wheat and soy are used in the
production of other products.

Instructions:

1. Place your paper plate on a flat surface, like a table or
counter top.
2. Place one mint in the center of the plate. Slowly pour one
cup of water over the mint, making sure to not overflow the
plate.
3. Watch what happens to the stripes on the mint!
4. Try it again with a cup of hot water, cold water, or a different
temperature.
5. What happens if you place two mints on the plate?

Check out these books from the library:
My Fourth of July
by Jerry Spinelli
Olivia Forms a Band
by Ian Falconer

by

And Then Comes Summer by Tom Murphy
The Night Before the Fourth of July
by Natasha Wing
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Red, White, and Boom!
By Lee Wardlaw
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Activity 2:

Firework Paintings

Instructions:

1. Pour the paint from the cups on to the
small paper plates
2. Dip the back of your fork into the paint and
stamp onto the black construction paper
to create a look of firework explosions!
3. Repeat with other colors. You can even try
mixing your colors to make another color
firework!

SUPPLIES:
You will need these items from your supply bag:
• Two small cups of paint
• Two plastic forks
• Two small paper plates
• One sheet of black construction paper

a
n R t th
oy e F
BI

Ro

ew
or
by ks
Fir

by Bobby Mercer

Skyler, the Fireworks Fairy
by Daisy Meadows

Junk Drawer Biology

Check out these
books from the
library:

Age Group:
Preschool age
& up,
Families

Janice VanCleave’s Big Book of Science Experiments
by Janice VanCleave

31
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1 - Cupcake, 2 - Sunflower, 3 - Angelfish, 4 - Hotdog, 5 - Captain America, 6 - Mailman,
7 - Shoelace, 8 - Catfish, 9 - Nightlight, 10 - Starfish
ANSWER KEY:

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.
Below is a set of rebus puzzles.
Have fun using the picture clues to solve
these puzzles!

Rebus Puzzles
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Color Your World - Outdoor Art

Activity 1:

Beaded Bubble Wands
Age Group:
Preschool &
Elementary

SUPPLIES:
Get ready to have fun and be creative outside!
You will need these items from your supply
bag:
Beaded Bubble wand:
• Pony beads
• 2 pipe cleaners
• Bubble solution

Bubble Wand Instructions:

1. Thread beads onto your pipe cleaner, then bend to create a handle and
enclosed circle or other shape for the
bubbles to pass through.
2. Pour a small amount of bubble solution
onto a bowl or plate that works with the
shape of your wand, then use it like a
regular bubble wand!

Check out these
books from the
library:

My Forest is Green

by Darren LeBeuf

Mix It Up

by Herve Tullet

by Asia Citro

A Little Bit of Dirt

Play With Art

by DK Publishing
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Activity 2:
Pet Rocks

SUPPLIES:

Pet Rock Instructions:

1. Find a smooth rock or two.
2. Add googly eyes, and color with
permanent markers. You now have your
own personalized pet rocks!

Don’t be afraid to get creative adding
some unexpected beauty to your
outdoor space! You will need these items
from your supply bag:

Age Group:
Tweens &
Teens

Pet Rocks:
• Googly eyes
• Permanent markers
• Other supplies needed from your environment:
rocks

Check out these
books from the
library:

Coo

l Ou

by A

tdo

lex

Stephen Biesty’s Incredible
Cross-sections of Everything
by Richard Platt

or A

Kus

rts

kow

&C

ski

raft

s

by Richard Platt
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Color Your World - Outdoor Art
Activity 3:

Outdoor Art Show
Age Group:
Families &
households

Instructions:

SUPPLIES:
The whole family can participate in this
activity– making a one of a kind artwork!
You will need these items from your supply bag:
• Yard sign
• Optional: Glue, crayons, markers

1. Use the yard sign as a canvas to create
a masterpiece using the supplies you
have or can find in nature.
2. Display your work of art in your own
yard, or return it to the library for us to
show in a community art show.

You may need these supplies from around your
home and environment:
• Any crafting supplies you have or can find in
nature

Check out our community art show at any of our locations
on July 23rd & 24th! *
Return your art to any Lexington Public Library location July 16th - 17th to show in a community art show!
*Art brought to library locations will not be returned.

Check out these books
from the library:
The Nature Craft Book
by Clare Beaton

The Lost Art of Reading Nature’s Signs
by Tristan Gooley

The Ultimate Book of Scavenger Hunts
by Stacy Tornio
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Outdoor Art - Bingo
Complete five in a row to win! For an extra challenge, compete with a friend or family
member to see who can to fill every square first.
Create your own
“paintbrushes”
with leaves,
sticks and other
items you find
outside

Make your
own pet
rock

Create a nature
bouquet with
items you
find in your
backyard

Try pressing
wildflowers to
dry and make
floral bookmarks

Explore
textures of
rocks, leaves,
grass and other
things you
find in your
backyard

Make mud pies
and create your
own backyard
bakery

Find a leaf
and turn it
into a friend
by giving it a
face and body

Collect some
rocks and
make patterns
and shapes
with them

Take a walk with
a tape bracelet
around your
wrist to collect
small items you
admire

Use a paper
plate and
create silly
faces with
items you find
outside

Fill up balloons
with washable
paint and create
paintballs

Go on a walk
and listen to
the outside
sounds

FREE
SPACE

Reuse a bottle
to display
nature items
in your own
terrarium

Find some
sticks and
rocks to
play tic tac
toe with

After it
rains, find a
puddle and
observe your
reflection

Create
stamps
with items
you find
outside

Add a little
food coloring
to bubble
solution and
blow onto
paper

Wrap a stick
in colorful
yarn to make a
mobile

Pick a spot
outside and
draw what
you see

Pick a color
and search
for outdoor
items with
that hue

Collect some
small twigs
to glue onto
a paper in the
shape of a tree

Go on a shape
walk and count
how many
circles and
squares you
see in nature

Tack up poster
boards or
paper outside
on a wall or
fence to create
a mural

Make a crown
with flowers
and plants
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Scavenger Hunts

Try to find every item on the list! You can play by yourself or with a team.

Rainbow Scavenger Hunt:
Find something red

Find a library

Find something orange

Find a school

Find something yellow

Find a fire station

Find something green

Find a post office

Find something blue

Find a gas station

Find something purple

Find a grocery store

Name a food that is red

Find a park

Name an animal that is orange

Find a bank

Name a fruit that is yellow

Find an ice cream shop

Name a vegetable that is green
Name something outside that is blue
Name a flower that is purple

Shapes Scavenger Hunt:
Find something that is the shape of a
triangle

Book Scavenger Hunt:
Find a book that makes you laugh
Find the word summer in a book
Find a picture of a sun in a book
Find a playground in a book

Find something that is the shape of a
heart

Find a dog in a bookFind a cat in a
book
Find someone sleeping in a book

Find 3 things that are rectangles

Find someone eating in a book

Find 3 things that are circles

Find people helping each other in
a book

Find something shaped like a cube
Find something in the kitchen that is a
cylinder
Find something in your room that is
shaped like a square
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Community Scavenger Hunt:
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Music Week

Activity 1:

Water Xylophone
Age Group:
Preschool &
up, families

Have fun getting musical with these activities!

SUPPLIES:
You will need these items from your supply
bag:
• Craft sticks
You will need these items from around your
home:
• Variety of glass drinking glasses, 5-6
preferably but 3-4 for younger children
• Water
• Metal utensil, like a spoon
• Food coloring (optional)

As a variation on this activity, try filling the glasses with
other liquids and see how the sound changes! You can even
take them outside and fill with rocks, dirt, grass, and more
and make a garden xylophone!

Instructions:

1. Line your glasses up in front of you.
2. Starting on one end, fill the first glass close to the
top with water. Fill each glass after slightly less full
than the one before it.
3. If you like, add food coloring to the water to make
a colorful xylophone!
4. Try gently tapping the side of each glass with
a metal spoon and noticing how the sound is
different as you go down the line. See what songs
you can create by hitting the glasses in different
orders!
5. Try mixing it up and tapping the glasses with a
wooden spoon or craft stick and see how the
sound is different. What else can you use to play
your xylophone that might sound interesting? If
you used different size or shape glasses, what
differences do they make?
6. After you’ve played around with your xylophone,
try pouring and mixing the water from the different
glasses and seeing how the sound changes!

Check out these
books from the library:
Violet’s Music by Angela Johnson
My Family Plays Music by Judy Cox

Jazz Baby by Lisa Wheeler
Because by Mo Willems
Tallulah Plays the Tuba by Tiffany Stone

Accordionly: Abuelo and Opa Make Music
by Michael Genhart
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Activity 2:

Music Terms

For Extra Fun with Your Water Xylophone: Music Terms

1. Line your glasses up in order from least full to most full, or the other way around. Tap each glass in the line. Every sound
that you make is called a note, and when you play them in order, that’s called a scale!
2. In music, a chord is two or more notes played at the same time. You can play chords on your xylophone by tapping two or
three glasses at the same time! Experiment with your xylophone and see what different “notes” sound like when you play
them as a chord. Which ones sound best together?
3. Try this: line your glasses up in order from least full to most full, or the other way around. Tap the first three glasses in
the line one after the other, and then tap them all at the same time. Congratulations! You’ve just played an arpeggio! An
arpeggio is when you play the notes of a chord separately in a rising (the sound gets higher) or descending (the sound
gets lower) order.

Further Activities with Music to do at Home:

Drum Painting: pour a small amount of paint on a canvas or piece of paper. Put on
a song and using two craft sticks, drum to the beat and watch the paint splatter and
spread! Add different colors and try different songs to make a masterpiece.

•

DIY Kazoo: use old toilet paper tubes to make a fun musical instrument! Decorate your
tube, then cover one end with a small square of wax paper and rubber band it on the
end. Hum or sing into it to make a fun sound!

•

Dance Party: Everyone loves a dance party! Push aside the furniture (or head outside),
crank up the music, and show off your best moves! Give every member of the family a
chance to choose a favorite song or two, or explore a brand new genre on your music
streaming platform of choice.

Clayton Byrd Goes Underground

by Rita Williams-Garcia

Echo by Pam Munoz Ryan

The First Rule of Punk by Celia C. Perez

Check out these
books from the library:

Flo
r an
dM
by iran
Jen da
nife Stea
r T l the
orr
es Show

•

Blackbird Fly by Erin Entrada Kelly
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WRITE YOUR OWN
MUSICAL ADVENTURE!
Fill in the blanks with the correct parts of speech to come up with a silly musical adventure!
One day _____________________ and ________________________ decided they wanted to learn to
(NAME 2)

(NAME 1)

play instruments. _______________________ chose to play the ______________________ because it
(INSTRUMENT)

(NAME 1)

was ___________________ and __________________, while ____________________ chose to play the
(ADJECTIVE)

(ADJECTIVE)

(NAME 2)

_______________________ because it was ______________________
(ADJECTIVE)

(INSTRUMENT)

and _____________________.
(ADJECTIVE)

They took music lessons from ________________________ and practiced a lot. Soon it was
(PERSON)

time for their talent show! ________________________ played ______________________and
(NAME 1)

(SONG)

_______________________ played _________________________. All their friends and family said their
(SONG)

(NAME 2)

show was _____________________. ________________________ and _______________________ enjoyed
(ADJECTIVE)

learning to play their instruments!
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(NAME 1)

(NAME 2)

Digital Archives Scavenger Hunt
Did you know that the Lexington Public Library has a robust collection of digital archives?
The archives are intended to give open access to researchers and students to learn more
about Fayette County and our rich history. This is not an exhaustive collection, though
new material is continually being scanned and added.digital scavenger hunt to familiarize
yourself with the collections!
https://www.lexpublib.org/digital-archives
• Where was Mary Katherine Bullitt employed in 1905?
• How many postcard images can you find featuring Cumberland Falls?
• In 1912, the public library purchased a projectoscope in order to view which collection?
• How many different animals can you identify in the Ashland McDowell Collection?
• How much did a Thanksgiving dinner cost at the Lafayette Hotel in 1921?
• In which year did the Dunbar girl’s basketball team win the state championship in
Lexington?
For additional fun, use your favorite images from the archives to create a digital jigsaw
puzzle here: https://www.jigsawexplorer.com/create-a-custom-jigsaw-puzzle/ or create
your own postcard or bookmark using an online template. Printing is available at all
Lexington Public Library locations
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It’s Electric!

Activity 1:

Static Electricity Butterfly Experiment
Age Group:
Preschool
& up

This experiment is to demonstrate the
effects of static electricity. What will
happen if we charge a balloon by rubbing
it in our hair, then hold it over the tissue
paper wings of a butterfly?

SUPPLIES:
You will need these items from your
supply bag:
• Tissue paper
• Cardstock
• Scissors
• 2 googly eyes
• Glue stick
• 1 balloon
You will need these items from around
your home:
• Cardboard (at least 7 inches x 7
inches)
• Pencil

How Does Static Electricity Work?
Usually, an atom has an equal number of protons
and electrons. Electrons have a negative charge
of electricity and protons have a positive charge
of electricity. Opposite charges attract, so when
materials rub together and one material becomes
negatively charged and one is positively charged,
static electricity results.

Instructions:

1. Start by cutting a square of cardboard about 7 inches x 7 inches.
2. Use your pencil to draw butterfly wings on your tissue paper. Cut
them out and set them onto your cardboard. DO NOT glue them
onto the cardboard!
3. Cut a butterfly body out of your cardstock paper and glue it
down the middle of your butterfly and overlapping it onto your
cardboard. Again, DO NOT glue the tissue paper wings down.
You will want the wings loose. Glue your googly eyes down onto
your butterfly.
4. Now comes the fun part. Blow up your balloon.
5. Rub your balloon in your hair to give it an electric charge. Now
hold the balloon on top of your butterfly, close but not touching
it, and watch the wings raise and lower as you move the balloon
closer and farther away.
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Results: Why did the
butterfly wings move?
When we rubbed the balloon onto our
hair, electrons were lost from our hair and
gained by the balloon giving it a static
charge. When the negatively charged
balloon gets close to the positively
charged tissue paper they are attracted
to each other, and the pull of attraction is
so great that the lightweight tissue paper
moves toward the balloon.

Static Electricity
ct
Ele
B

gn
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Amazing Feats of Electrical Engineering
By Jennifer Swanson
The Magic School Bus and the Electric Field Trip

m

By Joanna Cole

etis

Amazing MakerSpace DIY with Electricity
By Kristina Holzweiss

Check out these books
from the library:

Electricity and magnetism experiments using batteries, bulbs, wires, and more:
one hour or less science experiments By Robert Gardner

Looking for More to do and Your Summer Reading Book is Complete?
Use the pages of this booklet to try making your best paper airplane! Below are instructions for an easy
and hard paper plane. Find more at https://foldnfly.com.

The Basic

Easy difficulty, 4 folds
1. Fold the paper in half.
2. Unfold and then fold the top two
corners into the center line.
3. Again, fold the paper in half on
your original crease.
4. Finally, fold the edges down to
meet the bottom of the body.

Zip Dart

Hard difficulty, 8 folds
1. Fold the top corner down to the other side of
the paper.
2. Unfold and repeat with the other corner, then
unfold again.
3. Accordion fold the sides in using the creases.
4. Fold the bottom corners of the triangle shape
up (top layer).
5. Now, take both upper outer edges and fold
them to the center. Be sure they are tucked
underneath the diamond shape.
6. Fold the plane in half.
7. Fold one wing down from the nose to the
center of the tail. Fold down the front flaps
as well.
8. Repeat step seven with the other wing.
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Reading Log
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As you finish reading a book, color in the spine of a book on your
reading log. Can you fill all the books on the shelves?

Reading Log

As you finish reading a book, color in the spine of a book on your
reading log. Can you fill all the books on the shelves?

Central Library
140 E. Main St.
Lexington, KY 40507

Beaumont Branch
3080 Fieldstone Way
Lexington, KY 40513

Eastside Branch

3000 Blake James Drive
Lexington, KY 40509

Northside Branch
1733 Russell Cave Rd.
Lexington, KY 40505

Tates Creek Branch
3628 Walden Dr.
Lexington, KY 40517

Village Branch

2185 Versailles Rd.
Lexington, KY 40504

www.lexpublib.org
859-231-5500

